
 
The Kodak Chap –Starr Bryden was a familiar sight on his bicycle in early Kerrville 
days. When this photo was made, he had just returned from a two-wheeler trip to visit 
relatives in Tennessee. Bryden’s collection of early day photos includes many made by 
the late Col. J. E. Grinstead, and are a treasure lore for historians. 
(This was caption from a newspaper photo of this picture from the Mountain Sun, dated 

September 9, 1970) 
(-Photo Courtesy Geraldine Meeker) 
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              STARR BRYDEN 
 
These photographs are from a collection  
of photographer Starr Bryden who lived 
 in Kerr County from 1913-1959 and  
took photographs of the area for more 
than 40 years. 
 
Starr was born March 2, 1892 in 
Rockford, Illinois. He came down with 
tuberculosis as a young man and his 
father brought him to Texas Hill Country 
for its reputed healthy climate. During 
his illness, he lived with Ella Leona 
Denton Williams, grandmother of 
Geraldine Goss Meeker, to whom these 
photographs belong. She has donated the 
major body of Bryden’s work, which 
includes many of J.M. Grinstead’s 
original photographs, to the Kerrville 
Public Library. These pictures are from 
her personal family collection. 
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1922 – Geraldine Goss (infant) shown here being held by her mother, Daphne Goss, while 
Charles Cappock holds up the bicycle Starr Bryden rode from Kerrville to Tennessee after 
his recovery from tuberculosis. Bryden came to Kerrville in 1913, was nursed back to health 
by Jerrie’s grandmother, Ella Leona Denton Williams, and became a part of her family. 
Later, Bryden became known for his photographs of the Hill Country which he took over a 
period of 43 years. He was widely known as “The Kodak Chap.” 
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1931 – Geraldine Goss (Meeker), age 9, poses for photographer Starr Bryden in 
a field of Hill Country bluebonnets. Starr, who lived with Jerrie’s grandmother’s family 
when he was a young man, later became a photographer. He often mounted such 
photographs on wood and sold the cut-outs to the public. This particular photograph 
was later made into a postcard for tourists to the Kerr County area. 
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This little cabin on was on the Tom Myers Ranch on Medina Mountain and is believed to be the cabin where Starr Bryden lived when 
his father first brought him to Kerrville from Tennessee. Starr was suffering from tuberculosis and came to Kerrville because of its 

reputed healthy climate. 
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This series of small pictures was made into a folding panel which Starr Bryden sold to earn money. 
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  CYCLE CHAP – Bicycle riders were familiar sights in early Kerrville Days. This 

cyclist Starr Bryden, just returned from a wheeled visit to Tennessee. 
 

(From a postcard – Courtesy of Geraldine Goss Meeker) 
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     Elisha Poter Bryden, father of Starr Bryden - He brought the young Starr Bryden to 
    Kerrville from Tennessee in 1913, seeking a healthier climate for Starr who was 
    suffering from tuberculosis. His father returned to Tennessee but Starr remained in 

Kerrville and became a well known photographer. 
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This is believed to be Starr Bryden’s father, shown here as a young man in his 

Civil War Uniform. -(Photo courtesy of Geraldine Goss Meeker) 
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This article appeared in the Kerrville Mountain Sun newspaper after Starr Bryden 
sent a telegram notifying the newspaper that he had completed his bicycle trip from 
Kerrville to Chattanooga, Tennessee. (Exact date of article unknown) 
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From Postcard: SORGHUM MILLS like the one shown once were a common sight in 
Kerr County. The mill was located on Fall Branch, and was a community project. (Photo 

courtesy of Mrs. F. W. Meeker, Bryden Collection) 



Starr Bryden shown here with his father Elisha Poter Bryden, who brought the young 
Star to Texas in 1913 hoping to find a healthier climate for his son who had tuberculosis. 
Starr was taken in by Geraldine Goss’  grandmother, Ella Leona Denton Williams, who 
nursed him back to health. He later became well known for his photography of Hill 
Country scenes and remained close to the family until his death in 1959. 
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Starr Bryden shown here with his camera, ca 1950. 
-(Photo courtesy Geraldine Goss Meeker) 
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Starr Bryden shown here performing an umbrella trick. Starr lived with Jerrie Goss 
Meeker’s grandmother as a young man and Jerrie says she remembers that throughout 
the years, Starr would entertain children with a large repertoire of tricks such as this 
one. 
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 This document was written by Star Bryden in preparation for an exhibit of 
his photographs to celebrate the Kerr County Centennial in 1956. C
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1918 – 26-year-old Starr Bryden shown here in his World War I uniform. 

Starr applied for and was later granted an exemption from service because 
of his prior tuberculosis. 
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This newspaper clipping uses a photograph made by photographer Starr Bryden. Bryden lived with the Meeker  
family as a young man and was well known for his photography of Kerrville and Kerr County scenes. 
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